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Abstract

We explore a class of polynomial tensor-product spline surfaces on 3-6 polyhedra, whose vertices have valence n = 3 or n = 6. This
restriction makes it possible to exclusively use rational linear transition maps between the pieces: transitions between the bi-cubic
tensor-product spline pieces are either C1 or they are G1 (tangent continuous) based on one single rational linear reparameterization.
The simplicity of the transition functions yields simple formulas for a hierarchy of splines on subdivided 3-6 polyhedra.

Keywords: rational linear reparameterization, geometric continuity, genus, 3-6 polyhedra, pairs of pants, tensor-product splines,
multi-resolution

1. Introduction1

For genus g = 1, e.g. the torus, an affine atlas can be2

constructed, for example, using B-splines on a tensor-product3

grid, made periodic by setting equal the opposing edges. For4

genus g > 1, as a consequence of the Gauss-Bonnet Theo-5

rem, a closed, orientable, smooth 2-manifold does not have an6

affine atlas However, a paper in this conference series, [PF10],7

showed that there is a rational linear reparameterization for8

constructing smooth surfaces of genus g > 0 from tensor-9

product splines. If the reparameterization is structurally sym-10

metric, i.e. indexing does not matter (cf. Definition 4), then it is11

unique.

(a) a 3-6 quad (b) level ` = 1 (c) level ` = 2

Figure 1: (a) An example 3-6 quad with valences n = 3, 6, 6, 6 and its uniform
binary subdivisions (b) at level ` = 1 and (c) t level ` = 2. Each (subdivided)
3-6 quad is associated with one tensor-product spline patch.

12

Together with Lemma 4 of [PF09], exclusive use of a struc-13

turally symmetric rational linear reparameterization implies14

that the resulting piecewise tensor-product spline surfaces must15

be assembled from basic pieces with the restricted layout:16

wherever the spline patches join with purely geometric conti-17

nuity (G1 continuity, not C1 continuity) across a boundary, its18

end vertices must have equal valence.19

By the ‘hairy ball’ theorem (see e.g. [EG79]), a regular sur-20

face of genus g > 1 must have transitions with purely geomet-21

ric continuity. The paper [PF10] derived the apparently unique22

restricted layout for quad-only polyhedra: every quad has ver-23

tices of valence 8 or is a grid-like refinement thereof. This pa-24

per now presents a second, more natural family of restricted-25

(a) 3-neighborhood, level 1 [3,6,6,6] quads, genus g = 2

(b) 6-neighborhood, level 1 [3,6,6,6] quads, genus g = 5

Figure 2: The layout induced by once-subdivided 3-6 quads allows modelling
smooth objects of any genus greater than one using one bi-cubic polynomial
piece per sub-quad (a) uses 2 × 6 quads, (b) 8 × 6 quads.

layout quadrilateral polyhedra that uses less dramatic valences,26

namely any combination of n = 3 and n = 6 or a grid-like27

refinement of the quads (see Fig. 1).28

The contributions of this paper are as follows.29

• We exhibit a family of quadrilateral polyhedra, the 3-630

polyhedra, with vertices of valence n = 3 or n = 6, that31

satisfy the restricted layout. (Grid-like partition of the 3-632

quads of the 3-6 polyhedron yields additional vertices of33

valence n = 4, see Fig. 1, 2).34

• The simplicity of the transition functions yields simple for-35
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mulas for a hierarchy of splines on grid-like subdivided36

input meshes. Each finer level offers additional geometric37

degrees of freedom (see Fig. 3) for detailed models.38

(a) Coarse basic function with fine addition

(b) Level ` = 1 basic function + level ` = 2 basic function = hierarchical edit

Figure 3: The simplicity of the transition functions yields simple formulas for a
hierarchy of splines on subdivided input meshes. Basic, B-spline-like functions
are associated with each vertex of the input control net. (a) A level ` = 1
(coarse) basic function, located at a 6-valent vertex, is shown in gold. A fine
basic function (at level ` = 2) is added to create a combined (red) function that
is smooth also across the 6-6 edge connecting two vertices of valence n = 6.
The lower right inset displays highlight lines on the multi-level surface.

Overview. Section 2 reviews the pertinent literature. Section 339

formalizes the notion of a 3-6 polyhedron, their refinement and40

properties, the notion of structurally symmetric geometric con-41

tinuity and explains the structure of the resulting surfaces. Sec-42

tion 4 introduces a hierarchy of G1 spline surfaces on subdi-43

vided 3-6 polyhedrons, by providing a concrete algorithm and44

proving geometric continuity.45

2. Literature46

Since regular, differentiable 2-manifolds (surfaces) of genus
g ≥ 2 without boundary do not have an affine atlas, we can-
not hope to just make an affine change of variables to transition
between the tensor-product spline pieces of a regularly parame-
terized smooth closed surface of genus g > 1 in R3. However, if
we allow rational linear reparameterization, we can, in princi-
ple, find conformal bijective orientation-preserving transition
maps such as Möbius transformations. Concretely, [PF10]
exhibited a unique rational linear reparameterization that al-
lows structurally symmetric construction of smooth surfaces of
genus g > 0. This reparameterization relates the derivatives of
two abutting spline patches p and q along their common curve
by linear scaling, i.e.

∂2 p(t, 0) + ∂2q(0, t) = ω(t)∂1 p(t, 0) (G1)

where ω(t) is linear.47

≃

(a) base triangle triangulated

≃

(b) 3-6 quad and its subdivision

Figure 4: Reduction to the base structure.

An independent result, [PF09, Lemma 4], rules out general48

G1 constructions with ω(t) linear everywhere with one excep-49

tion: the derivatives can be everywhere related by (G1) if the50

endpoints p(0, 0) and p(1, 0) have the same valence – or if ω in51

(G1) is constant. In short, ‘linearly G1-connected vertices must52

have the same valence’.53

More recently, Beccari et al. [BGN14] introduced RAGS,54

a construction using rational three-sided macro patches con-55

nected by a rational linear reparameterization (whereas the56

four-sided patches in [PF10] are polynomial). This approach57

generalizes the work of Alfeld, Neamtu and Schumaker, who58

obtained functions on surfaces by restricting trivariate polyno-59

mials to a genus g = 0 surface [ANS96] and credited part of60

their approach to [Möb46]. Pottmann and Wallner applied hy-61

perbolic geometry to model smooth surfaces of higher genus by62

rational splines [WP98] and [VJK08] used the classical Möbius63

map to assemble an atlas from overlapping disks. Atlas-based64

surface construction was pioneered by [GH95].65

While [BGN14] proposes a computation to enforce con-66

straints that allow for a rational linear reparameterization, a67

careful reading of [BGN14] shows that, in the structurally sym-68

metric case, their construction uses the rational linear reparam-69

eterization derived in [PF10] for three-sided patches – an ob-70

servation that uniqueness of the parameterization up to a scalar71

degree of freedom already predict. Once a structurally sym-72

metric base atlas of three-sided patches has been created, each73

three-sided patch can be irregularly partitioned into triangular74

macro-patches and additional vertices resulting from splitting75

triangles can have any number of neighbors (see Fig. 4a). It76

is only after pruning away these extra triangulations that the77

underlying structure becomes apparent and shows that struc-78

turally symmetric G1 constructions are equally restricted for79

triangular patches as for tensor-product patches.80

3. Restricted quad-layouts compatible with rational linear81

transition maps82

Below, in Section 3.1, we define the restricted patch layout83

and a class of polyhedra, the 3-6 polyhedra, that can be en-84

dowed with a piecewise tensor-product spline surface to satisfy85

a restricted patch layout. In Section 3.2 we review the defini-86

tion of and results concerning the geometric continuity of struc-87

turally symmetric rational linear transition maps. Finally, in88

Section 3.3, we show how we index the tensor-product patches89

and their coefficients.90

3.1. Restricted quad-layout and 3-6 polyhedron91

Euler’s formula, v−e+ f = χ, characterizes closed polyhedra92

by relating the numbers of vertices v, edges e and faces f of93
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Figure 5: Figure-8 (from [PF10]): left: Identification of edges of the 4 quadri-
laterals. middle: Embedding in R3 with 2g − 2 = 2 corner points of valence 8.
right: Corresponding smooth spline surface with central saddle shape.

a given polyhedron to the Euler characteristic (Euler-Poincaré94

characteristic) χ = 2 − 2g. Here g is the topological genus, i.e.95

the number of handles. For example, Fig. 2b shows a surface96

of genus 5 built exclusively from quads whose vertices have97

valence n = 3, 6, 6 and 6. We note that since we can associate98

with each 4-valent vertex four half-edges and four quarters of99

attached quads the net contribution of 4-valent vertices to the100

Euler count is 1 − 4/2 + 4/4 = 0. Then adding or removing101

checkerboard arrangements of quadrilaterals does not affect the102

left hand side v − e + f of Euler’s formula (cf. Fig. 4b).103

Lemma 4 of [PF09] proves that structurally symmetric ge-104

ometrically smooth surfaces constructions must relate some105

abutting patches with quadratic or higher-degree reparameter-106

izations – unless they have a restricted layout. Restricted layout107

relates the smoothness of the surface to the underlying (polyhe-108

dral) layout of the patches as follows.109

Definition 1 (restricted patch layout). A surface has re-110

stricted patch layout if, wherever two vertices are connected by111

a curve across which two splines match according to (G1) with112

ω linear and not constant, the vertices have an equal number113

of neighbors.114

Note that the two splines in Definition 1 may consist of multiple115

polynomial pieces.116

[PF10] showed that restricted patch layouts exist and pre-117

sented a construction of spline surfaces on partitions consisting118

exclusively of quadrilaterals all of whose corner vertices are119

8-valent (see Fig. 5; to obtain additional geometric degrees of120

freedom without affecting the Euler count, quadrilaterals can be121

partitioned). At the time, this base layout appeared to be only122

quad-layout yielding a restricted patch layout.123

[PF10] also proved that the projective linear (rational linear)124

reparameterization for constructing smooth surfaces of genus125

g > 0 from tensor-product splines is essentially unique and126

results in a linear relation of derivatives for adjacent patches.127

Together with Lemma 4 of [PF09] this implies that construct-128

ing manifolds with a rational linear reparameterization requires129

a restricted layout of the quadrilaterals that is achieved by the130

following.131

Definition 2. (3-6 quad, 3-6 polyhedron, restricted polyhe-132

dron) A 3-6 quad is a quadrilateral facet whose vertices have133

valence n = 3 or n = 6. The edges of a 3-6 quad are called 3-3134

edge, 3-6 edge or 6-6 edge according to the valence of the end-135

points. A polyhedron is a 3-6 polyhedron if it consist entirely of136

3-6 quads. A polyhedron is a restricted polyhedron if it can be137

obtained from a 3-6 polyhedron by splitting its 3-6 quads.138

In the following, we will split 3-6 quads only in a uniform, bi-139

nary fashion and the 3-6 polyhedron is endowed with a surface140

construction that satisfies the restricted patch layout by relat-141

ing constantly the derivatives of patches abutting across curves142

connecting vertices of valence 3 and valence 6 (6-3 edges or 3-6143

edges) and linearly across 3-3 edges and 6-6 edges. However144

other partitions may be useful for practical and artistic purposes145

[HXA+12, Akl14].146

A 3-6 quad with n3 vertices of valence n = 3 contributes147

(n3−2)/6 to the v−e+ f count of Euler’s formula. For example,148

using exclusively 3-6 quads with a single vertex of valence n =149

3, Fig. 2a consists of 12 once-subdivided 3-6 quads that have150

4 vertices of valence 3 and 6 vertices of valence 6. Fig. 2b151

consists of 48 once-subdivided 3-6 quads that have 16 vertices152

of valence 3 (two per cube corner, one inside, one outside) and153

24 vertices of valence 6 (two per cube edge).154

3.2. Geometric continuity of structurally symmetric rational155

linear transition maps156

While the smoothness of the resulting surface can be ex-157

pressed in the language of differential geometry, i.e. in terms158

of overlapping charts (see e.g. the construction in [YZ04]) it159

suffices, and is often more efficient, to express smoothness as160

agreement of one-sided jets, i.e. equivalence classes of Taylor161

expansions, along the curve where two surface pieces are glued162

together. We use this approach in the following.163

Definition 3 (geometric continuity, G1). Two surface pieces164

c
α and c

β that join along a curve γ(t) := cα(t, 0) = cβ(0, t) join165

G1 if there exists a suitably oriented and non-singular reparam-166

eterization ρ : R2 → R
2, so that the jets ∂k

c
α and ∂k(cβ ◦ ρ),167

agree at every point γ(t) for k = 1.168

That is, adjacent surface pieces are related by reparameteriza-169

tion ρ, so that, up to first order, cα = c
β ◦ ρ. Although ρ is just170

a change of variables, its choice is crucial for the properties of171

the surface.172

Definition 4 (structurally symmetric reparameterization).173

A reparameterization ρ : R2 → R
2 and the corresponding G1

174

surface construction is structurally symmetric (or unbiased) if175

both ∂cα = ∂(cβ ◦ ρ) and ∂cβ = ∂(cα ◦ ρ).176
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[PF10] showed that a structurally symmetric Gk transition
with a rational linear reparameterization must have the form

∂i(cα ◦ rα
c
)(t, 0) = ∂i(cβ ◦ rβ

c
)(t, 0), i = 0, . . . , k,

rα
c
(u, v) :=

1
s0 + ηv

[
−v

su + c0v

]
, rβ

c
(u, v) :=

1
s0 − ηv

[
s0u − c0v

v

]
,

c0 := cos
2π
n0
, s0 := sin

2π
n0
, c1 := cos

2π
n1
, s1 := sin

2π
n1
,

where n0 is the valence at cα(0, 0) and η ∈ R is determined by
the valence n1 at cα(1, 0). Alternatively,

ρ(u, v) := rcα ◦ r−1
c
β =

1
1 + 2v(c0 + c1)

[
−v

u + 2c0v

]
.

connects the domains to form a common domain across the pre-
image of γ(t) and composition up to valence n many maps of
type rα

c
define a common pre-image or chart of the patches sur-

rounding a vertex. We note that cα and c
β share γ(t) and hence

the derivatives along the common edge agree: ∂1c
α(t, 0) =

∂1c
β(0, t). We need only check that, for a linear function ω(t),

the partial derivative in the second direction match:

∂2c
α(t, 0) + ∂2c

β(0, t) = ω(t)∂1c
α(t, 0). (G1)

The rational linear reparameterization implies that ω(t) which177

equals a partial derivative of the second coordinate is linear:178

ω(t) := ∂2ρ
[2](t, 0) = (1 − t)2c0 + t2(−c1). In particular, when179

n0 = 3 and n1 = 6 then ω(t) = 1, i.e. the patch derivatives are180

in a constant relation and the patches are joined parametrically181

C1.182

To link the 3-6 polyhedron to a surface construction, we use183

the notion of pair of pants, or short pants. A pair of pants is a184

two-sphere with three open disks removed (see Fig. 6a,b). We185

provide concrete rational linear atlases for 3-6 polyhedra built186

from pants. Fig. 6d shows a smooth surface derived from one187

type of pants.188

Lemma 1. For any genus g > 1, 3-6 quads can form a 3-6189

polyhedron and, by partition, a restricted polyhedron, that ad-190

mits a smooth piecewise tensor-product spline surface satisfy-191

ing a restricted patch layout.192

Proof Fig. 6 illustrates the fact that we can arrange (once193

subdivided) 3-6 quads into a basic building block that models194

a pair of (topological) pants Fig. 6b, i.e. two hexagonal195

fundamental polygons stitched together at every other side. It196

is well-known from hyperbolic geometry, that pairs of pants197

can be sewn together at their openings to create Riemann198

surfaces of any prescribed genus. The algorithm in Section 4.2199

constructively shows that the resulting restricted polyhedron200

admits a smooth piecewise tensor-product spline surface201

according to (G1) and ω = 1 for 3-6 edges and with one202

polynomial piece corresponding to each quad of the restricted203

polyhedron. |||204

205

(a) topological pair
of pants

(b) polyhedral pair of pants (front, back)

(c) Level ` = 1 [6,6,6,6] quad
on a genus 5 polyhedron

(d) Resulting spline surface

(e) [6,6,6,6] pants for different geometry (inset = back of pants)

(f) Two geometrically different [3,6,6,6] pants (inset = back)

Figure 6: The basic building block (a) a “pair of pants” can be modeled for
example by (b) halves of level ` = 1 [6,6,6,6] quads. (c) The pairs of pants
combine to form a surface of genus 5 such that each [6,6,6,6] quad is shared
by two pairs of pants and forms one half of a connecting tube. (The vertices
are alternatingly ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ 6-valent vertices of the genus 5 polyhe-
dron.) (d) The algorithm in Section 4 turns the 3-6 polyhedron into a smooth
tensor-product spline surface with rational linear reparameterization. (e) Two
geometrically different layouts of [6,6,6,6] pants yield the two spline surfaces
of Fig. 12c. (f) Alternatively, pairs of pants can be constructed using [3,6,6,6]
quads. For each geometrically different 3-6 polyhedron, one 3-6 quad of level
` = 1 is colored as in (c) and in Fig. 2. Additionally, the vertices of valence 6
on the boundary of the pants are marked by a cyan-colored sphere. Unlike
the [6,6,6,6] quads, the [3,6,6,6] quads are not shared between pants. The
pants (f)left, with its three legs open (grey interior) towards the viewer, yields
Fig. 12b, left. The pants (f)right yields a shape akin to Fig. 12c,left.
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Figure 7: Partition of a 3-6 quad and the BB-net associated with one sub-quad.

3.3. Indexing the surface pieces206

One of the nice properties of subdivision surfaces is that207

their refinement rules require only knowledge of the immedi-208

ate neighborhood. By contrast, the hierarchical G1 construction209

requires knowing the position within each 3-6 quad – at least210

along the 3-3 edges and the 6-6 edges. For simplicity of ex-211

position, we choose this partition to be uniform and binary so212

that the partition at hierarchy level ` yields 2` × 2` sub-quads213

indexed by the superscript (k, l) ∈ 1 : 2` (see Fig. 7).214

Working locally, at a corner point of valence n = 3 or n = 6,
we enumerate the sub-quads such that the superscript 1, 1 cor-
responds to the corner point. Here a : b denotes the sequence
a, a + 1, . . . , b if a ≤ b and the sequence a, a − 1, . . . , b if a > b.
We will interpret the vertices of quad-layout as B-spline-like
control points and obtain a grid-like refinement by uniform bi-
nary bi-3 B-spline subdivision. Then the level ` can be cho-
sen to provide sufficient flexibility for modeling. We associate
one polynomial patch c

α;kl with each sub-quad (k, l) of a quad
α and can represent them in tensor-product Bernstein-Bézier
(BB) form of bi-degree d = 3,

c(u, v) :=
d∑

i=0

d∑
j=0

ci jBd
i (u)Bd

j (v), (u, v) ∈ � := [0..1]2, (1)

where Bd
k (t) :=

(
d
k

)
(1 − t)d−ktk is the kth Bernstein-Bézier poly-

nomial of degree d and ci j are its BB-coefficients. That is, the
BB-coefficients of each (tensor-product) patch of bi-degree d
are denoted

c
α;kl
i j , i, j ∈ 0 : d. (2)

4. A hierarchy of G1 spline surfaces on subdivided input215

meshes216

Section 4.1 develops the G1 constraints suitable for rational217

linear reparameterization. In particular, the partial derivatives218

of any two abutting patches are linearly related. Section 4.2219

then gives a concrete algorithm for enforcing the constraints.220

This construction completes the proof of Lemma 1 where the221

claim was that any 3-6 polyhedron and hence any restricted222

polyhedron can be endowed with a smooth surface that satis-223

fies the constraints of the restricted patch layout.224

4.1. A G1 construction linearly relating partial derivatives225

The following lemma motivates the algorithm below by226

defining the G1 continuity with linear reparameterization that227

the surface construction has to satisfy for an n − n edge as well228

as the constant reparameterization for 3-6 edges.229

Lemma 2. Let pk := cα,k1 and qk := cβ,1k be two patches (with
coefficients pk

i j and qk
i j) of degree bi-3 that share the boundary

curve pk(t, 0) = qk(0, t). For scalars ω0 and ω1, define

ρρρα;k(ω0, ω1) :=
1
3
(
2ω0pk

20 − ω1pk
00 + (6 − 2ω0 + ω1)pk

10
)

σσσα;k(ω0, ω1) :=
1
3
(
ω0pk

30 − 2ω1pk
10 + (6 − ω0 + 2ω1)pk

20
)

Then pk and qk join G1 according to(
(1 − t)ω0 + tω1

)
(∂1pk)(t, 0) = (∂2pk)(t, 0) + (∂1qk)(0, t) (G1)

if and only if

pk
01 + qk

10 = ω0pk
10 + (2 − ω0)pk

00, (3)

pk
11 + qk

11 = ρρρ
α;k(ω0, ω1), (4)

pk
21 + qk

12 = σσσ
α;k(ω0, ω1), (5)

pk
31 + qk

13 = (2 + ω1)pk
30 − ω1pk

20. (6)

230

Proof Equation (G1) is equivalent to matching four BB-
coefficients. Equations (3) and (6) enforce (G1) at t = 0 and
t = 1, respectively. To verify the remaining observe that the
four coefficients of

(
(1 − t)ω0 + tω1

)
(∂1pk)(t, 0) are

ω0(p10 − p00), 2ω0(p20 − p10) + ω1(p10 − p00), (7)
ω0(p30 − p20) + 2ω1(p20 − p10), ω1(p30 − p20) (8)

and the coefficients of (∂2q)(0, t) + (∂1p)(t, 0) are

p01 + q10 − 2p00, 3(p11 + q11 − 2p10), (9)
3(p21 + q12 − 2p20), p31 + q13 − 2p30. (10)

|||231



α;k−1,1
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α;k−1,1
31 

α;k1
11

++α;k−1,1
10 ++α;k−1,1

20 ++α;k−1,1
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10 
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β;1,k−1
21 

β;1,k−1
31 
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11

Figure 8: Indices of BB-coefficients along a 3-6 edge. Lemma 3 C1 patch
interior along cα;k−1,1

31 c
α;k−1,1
30 and cα;k−1,1

30 c
β;1,k−1
31

232

Remarkably, to insure that cα;k−1,1 and c
α;k,1 join C1, for 3-6233

edges it is necessary that the boundary curve itself be C2. For234

6-6 edges and 3-3 edges, no such constraint is needed as the235

following shows.236
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Lemma 3. (see Fig. 8 for the indexing) Let cα;k−1,1 and c
β;1,k−1

join G1 according to (G1) and cα;k1 and cβ;1k join G1 according
to (G1). Then both c

α;k−1,1 and c
α;k1 join C1 up to first order

and cβ;1,k−1 and cβ;1k join C1 up to first order if and only if

c
α;k−1,1
31 = (cα;k−1,1

21 + c
α;k1
11 )/2,

c
β;1,k−1
31 = (cβ;1,k−1

21 + c
β;1k
11 )/2, (11)

and

(ωk−1
0 + ωk

1)(−cα;k−1,1
10 + 2cα;k−1,1

20 − 2cα;k1
10 + c

α;k,1
20 ) = 0. (12)

237

Proof Setting c
α;k−1,1
31 and c

β;1,k−1
31 according to (11)238

enforces the C1 constraints away from the central point239

shared by all four patches. Symbolically solving the four240

G1-constraints of type (5) and (6) for c
α;k−1 and c

β;k−1,241

respectively (3) and (4) for c
α;k and c

β;k, then enforces242

c
α;1,k−1
30 = (cβ;1,k−1

20 + c
β;1k
10 )/2 if and only if (12) holds. Here we243

use that, in (G1), ωk−1
1 = ωk

0 = (ωk−1
0 +ωk

1)/2 due to the rational244

linear reparameterization. |||245

246

We note that when the boundary is of type 6-6 or 3-3 and247

k = 2`/2 (the midpoint of the curve ) then our construction248

will automatically yield ωk−1
0 + ωk

1 = 0 and the first factor of249

(12) vanishes. If the edge is of type 3-6, we can divide the250

expression in (12) by (ωk−1
0 + ωk

1) , 0 and obtain the constraint251

that the pieces of γ(t) must be C2 connected since it represents252

the difference of two second differences at their common point.253

4.2. Algorithm: construct a smooth, piecewise bi-3 surface254

from a restricted polyhedron255

We now state in detail the algorithm that enforces Lemma 2256

and Lemma 3.257

Input: An `-times binarily subdivided 3-6 polyhedron of258

genus g.259

Output: A surface of genus g consisting of bi-cubic tensor-260

product spline surfaces cα that join either C2, C1 (across 3-6261

edges) or G1 (across 3-3 edges and 6-6 edges).262

Initialization: We interpret all input mesh points as bi-3 B-263

spline control points and, where possible, convert from B-spline264

to BB-form to initialize all BB-coefficients cα;kl
i j . This leaves265

only the points with label cα;11
00 uninitialized, corresponding to266

the non-4-valent corners.267

Overview: Consider the

G1 strip of BB-coefficients c
α;k1
i j , c

β;k1
i j ,

i = 0, 1, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, k = 1 : 2`

involved in the G1 join between two 3-6 quads cα and cβ, along268

a curve γ(t). Visiting each patch c
α;k1, cβ;k1, starting from each269

vertex of valence 6 to the middle index, k = 1 : µ` := 2`−1 − 1270

half-ways to its neighbor of valence 3 or 6, we adjust the BB-271

coefficients of the G1 strip. Then we move k = µ` : 1, from272

middle towards the vertices of valence 3 to adjust the remaining273

coefficients of the G1 strip.274

1. For vertices of valence n = 6.275

(a) For k = 1 : µ`, i.e. up to the middle of the edge, setωk
0 := 1 − 2(k−1)

2` , ωk
1 := 1 − 2k

2` , for a 6-6 edge,
ωk

0 := 1, ωk
1 := 1, for a 6-3 edge

(b) For all n patches α surrounding the vertex, apply the
cosine projection matrix P to the tangent coefficients

c
α;11
10 ← Pcα;11

10 P := (J +C)/n ∈ Rn×n (13)

J(i, j) := 1, C(i, j) := 2 cos(
2π
n

( j − i)).

(c) Set the vertex of valence n = 6 to the average

c
α;11
00 :=

1
n

n−1∑
α=0

c
α;11
10 . (14)

(d) Adjust the second derivatives of the ends of the
boundary curves, and the mixed derivatives accord-
ingly

c
α;11
20 ← c

α;11
20 −

(−1)α

4
a, (15)

a :=
n−1∑
α=0

(−1)αRα, Rα :=
1
2
ρρρα;1(ω1

0, ω
1
1),

c
α;11
11 :=


1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 1


+

R. (16)

(e) For each 6-3 edge, make the curves C2 up to the mid-
dle of the edge. For k = 1 : µ`

c
α;k+1,1
10 := cα;k1

20 +
1
2

(cα;k+1,1
20 − c

α;k1
10 ). (17)

(f) For k = 1 : µ`, i.e. up to the middle of the edge, min-
imally perturb the transversal derivatives to enforce
G1 continuity:

c
α;k1
11 ← c

α;k1
11 +

1
2
(
ρρρα;k(ωk

0, ω
k
1) − cα;k1

11 − c
β;1k
11

)
,

(18)

c
α;k1
21 ← c

α;k1
21 +

1
2
(
σσσα;k(ωk

0, ω
k
1) − cα;k1

11 − c
β;1k
11

)
,

(g) For k = 1 : µ` average up to the midpoint (to en-
force C1 continuity within the 3-6 quads α and the
neighbor β of α):

c
α;k−1,1
30 := (cα;k−1,1

20 + c
α;k1
10 )/2,

c
α;k−1,1
31 := (cα;k−1,1

21 + c
α;k1
11 )/2, (19)

c
β;1,k−1
31 := (cβ;1,k−1

21 + c
β;1k
11 )/2.

2. For vertices of valence n = 3.276

(a) For k = 1 : µ`ωk
0 := 2(k−1)

2` − 1, ωk
1 := 2k

2` − 1, for a 3-3 edge,
ωk

0 := −1, ωk
1 := −1, for a 3-6 edge.
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(a) without 2b; κ = 0 (b) with 2b: κ = 1/2

Figure 9: Scaling of tangent coefficients for n = 3

(b) For n = 3, the B-spline to BB-conversion pulls the
tangent coefficients too close together to their aver-
age c00 := 1

3
∑2
α=0 c

α;11
10 (see Fig. 9). For better shape,

we overwrite them by

c
α;k1
10 ← c

α;k1
10 + κ(c

α;k1
10 − c00), κde f ault := 1/2.

(c) Set

c
α;11
00 :=

1
n

n−1∑
α=0

c
α;11
10 , (20)

(d) Adjust

c
α;11
11 :=

[
1 1 0
0 1 1
1 0 1

]−1
R, Rα := ρα;1(ω1

0, ω
1
1). (21)

(e) For each 3-6 edge, starting from the midpoint, make
the curves C2. For k = µ` : 1 (note the ordering!)

c
α;k1
20 := cα;k+1,1

10 −
1
2

(cα;k+1,1
20 − c

α;k1
10 ). (22)

(f) For k = 1 : µ`, enforce (18) (i.e. minimally per-277

turb the transversal derivatives). Due to the weights278

ωk
0,ωk

1 this enforces C1 continuity across the edge.279

(g) For k = 1 : µ`, enforce (19). Due to the weights280

ωk
0,ωk

1 this enforces C1 continuity of the patches to281

either side.282

This completes the algorithm. We note that pairs of tensor-283

product spline patches joining across a 3-6 edge are paramet-284

rically C1 connected. To obtain still better shape, one might285

optimize the B-spline control points and hence BB-coefficients286

away from the G1 strips. However, this is not our focus here.287

4.3. Examples288

The vertices of the subdivided 3-6 polyhedron serve as the289

control points and degrees of freedom of the surface construc-290

tion. It is convenient to tabulate the function associated with291

each type of vertex so that we can use the vertices as B-spline-292

like control points of the surface. Fig. 10 shows the layout293

and the detailed BB-coefficient structure on our so-constructed294

genus g = 5 cube-like shape. More detailed modelling can start295

with a (typically once-refined) 3-6 polyhedron and adding geo-296

metric detail by increasing the tensor-product refinement level297

` as in Fig. 11 and thus generating more B-spline-like control298

points. In general, once the 3-6 polyhedron-structure is chosen,299

it is possible to pack much of the geometric detail into the reg-300

ular tensor-product spline interior of each 3-6 quad and make301

the vertices of valence n = 3, n = 6 less prominent.302

(a) Level 1

(b) Level 2

Figure 10: Genus 5 surface (built from [3,6,6,6] 3-6 quads) parameterized at
two levels. The right display shows the BB-net superimposed and indicates the
size of the polynomial pieces of the 48 spline patches.

Figure 11: Combining level ` = 1 and ` = 2 along a 3-6 edge. The result is
again smooth as the highlight lines in the lower right enlargement indicate.
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(a) [3,3,3,3] quads only

(b) [3,6,6,6] quads only

(c) [6,6,6,6] quads only

Figure 12: Gallery of polynomial spline surfaces with rational linear transitions
built from different symmetrically-arranged families of 3-6 quads and with dif-
ferent pants geometry. (The models are illuminated by two white point light
sources).

5. Conclusion303

Since valence n = 3 vertices can be employed to model con-304

vex configurations and valence n = 6 to model saddle points,305

the new class of polynomial spline surfaces allow a wide range306

of designs, certainly compared to the valence 8 quads in [PF10].307

Vertices of valence higher than n = 6 can be split to decrease308

their valence, but 3-6 polyhedra do lack vertices of valence309

n = 5. Fig. 12 shows a set of models that include sphere-like310

and cube-like shapes of genus 0, with all 3-3 edges, and higher-311

genus objects assembled form pairs of pants. Torus-like shapes312

are trivially modelled by tensor-product splines.313

Valences 3 and 6 form the only pair of valences satisfy-314

ing the restricted patch layout of Definition 1 for quad meshes315

and structurally symmetric constructions. The pair is special in316

that the opening angle formed by the tangent configurations are317

complementary: only for this pair can the weight ω(t) in the G1318

constraints be constant when the neighboring vertices have dif-319

fering valences. (The weight equals ±1 = cos(2π/n), n ∈ {3, 6}320

with the sign depending on the direction of the differentiation.)321

Given the importance of ‘pairs of pants’ in topological geom-322

etry and hyperbolic geometry, the concrete parameterizations323

with minimal transition maps may be useful beyond shape mod-324

elling. This and the connection to rational constructions based325

on projections from homogeneous space need to be explored326

further.327
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